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What is Lemonswitch? 

 

Lemonswitch is an innovative Digital Dynamic Collage platform that allows the user / 

artist to fully utilize all types of available media (images, audio, video etc) into a single 

new narrative. Lemonswitch aspires to become a high end leading collage platform that 

“transforms and evolves” works of art into new narratives after the “intervention” of the 

user / artist by replacing parts of the previous artwork with new / other ones, or by 

adding new sources of media forms (eg. audio track on a still image artwork). 

 

Lemonswitch will be used for Academic purposes (but also commercial as well).  We 

would like to provide the platform to Museums all over the world in order: 

 

1. Museum visitors can engage with the platform in real time 

2. Museums can provide their artworks and resources in order to compile a library of 

artworks to be used within the application 



3. Museums can conduct competitions and projects that bring together people from 

all over the world as it easily understandable that art resources will be provided 

also free to the people to experiment with in collaging activities. 

4. Creativity / Art learning classes / courses can take place for kids and youngsters so 

they can engage in art in a primal stage and familiarise themselves with artworks 

via a gamification process. 

 

 

“Switching Museum with a Lemon… twist” 

 

We strongly believe that Lemonswitch platform (& application) can be easily embedded 

and adapted by the modern digital museum. Lemonswitch can hold a significant role both 

in natural & digital museum place. 

 

In addition, to our main presentation, we would like to mention some keypoints in 

regards to the application of Lemonswitch on the new digital museum. 

 

The added value of Lemonswitch in the new digital museum era: 

 

1. Museum visitors can engage with the platform in real time. Web Tech combined 

with Natural Artworks  via “multimedia interactivity” will encourage visitors on 

experimenting with their collage abilities and will promote creativity enhancement, 

interaction on a “used-to-read-only” venue. Even if the visitor returns for another 

sightseeing and engage again with Lemonswitch, he will be able to create another 

narrative from a common base this time. 

 

2. Lemonswitch gives the opportunity to the visitor to combine exhibits & artworks 

with images from the urban surrounding of the museum in order to create new 

narratives. 

 

3. Decreasing the “non-connectivity” issue. Museum visitors and people that have 

expressed interest in visiting the museum but they haven’t (disabled / remote) can 

now inter-connect through the platform in order to create joint new narratives 

while experimenting with the platform even if that happens in non-real-time. 

 



4. A virtual inter-connected artwork network. It seems a little bit utopic; or maybe 

not? Imagine if you could navigate through a huge digital gallery of artworks via 

an iPad while enjoying an exhibit in real time. Now it seems possible. 

How many times haven’t we pondered if an artwork seems to be familiar, related, 

same, influenced by another form of art or specific artist or specific art movement 

or even from a specific artwork? Lemonswitch provides you with a database of 

global artworks so you can actually view and compare in real time different 

artworks. You can also try to combine elements or greater parts of each one 

together and maybe -let’s say maybe- to get engaged with the primal foundations 

of what we call “comparative study”. 

 

5. New navigational paths on museums. Lemonswitch can easily connect all the 

artworks of a museum so that the visitor can actually re-design a new navigational 

sightseeing path according to elemental & informational similarities or differences 

of artworks. Now the visitor can have the “power” to choose to surpass the 

“traditional” navigational path of the museum and create a custom one according 

to his preferences. The visitor can also “save” his collages into the database igniting 

a new feature of “creative tagging” side by side to the artwork within the museum. 

 

6. Group collaging. It can happen in real-time (eg. artist hackathlon) or not. 

Lemonswitch enables collaborations among third-parties on the common ground of 

a new narrative. 

 

7. Collage Infopoints Section. The modern museum can have a dedicated “digital” 

area where visitors (from schools to regulars) can showcase their abilities and 

creativity in collaging while visiting the museum in this area. Multiple touch 

screens (side by side) can either promote the creation of a group collage or even a 

collage that can have its roots on more impressive and high-end technologies, such 

Virtual or Augmented Reality (4D Collage - incl. time dimension). 

 

8. Bringing together classic and modern. Lemonswitch can create new narratives that 

can have additions or be influenced by the modern pop culture. For instance, 

audio enhancements to still images and elemental references to video games or pop 

culture is only a few of the expanding possibilities of the platform provided to 

visitors. 



Conclusion 

 

Lemonswitch is a flexible, limitless collage platform that can be used in various ways in 

museums’ natural venues or even on a web museum. Inter-connectivity, a global database 

of artworks and of course the dynamics of visitors’ creativity create a “fertile” ground for 

sky-high potentials. 

 

Lemonswitch is a project that can easily be funded due to the fact that it needs relatively 

small initial budget and can scale (via web tech) amazingly quickly. The learning curve 

and maturity period required by the platform is almost insignificant compared to its 

potentials. 

 

Therefore, we strongly believe that this project will showcase an added value of modern 

technology on a physical museum notwithstanding the fact that the platform not only 

does not diminute the value of the natural exhibits but also increases art engagement of 

the visitors within the boundaries of the physical venue. 

 

Notes 

For more information please do contact us and we will provide further documentation on 

areas requested. 


